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We perform accurate calculations of the energy-, momentum-, and charge-emission rates of a
charged scalar field in the background of the Kerr-Newman black hole at the range of parameters
for which the effect is not negligibly small and, at the same time, the semiclassical regime is, at
least marginally, valid. For black holes with charge below or not much higher than the charge
accretion limit Q ∼ µM/e (where e and µ are the electron’s mass and charge), the time between the
consequent emitting of two charged particles is very large. For primordial black holes the transition
between the increasing and decreasing of the ratio Q/M occurs around the charge accretion limit.
The rotation increases the intensity of radiation up to three orders, while the effect of the field’s
mass strongly suppresses the radiation.
PACS numbers: 04.30.Nk,04.70.Bw
I. INTRODUCTION
The intensity of the Hawking radiation of charged and
neutral particles from a black hole has been usually es-
timated within the semiclassical approximation. For a
given mass of the black hole M , the particle of mass µ
can be described still within the semiclassical approxi-
mation if the Compton wavelength λc = 2π/µ is much
smaller the black hole size 2rh ≈ 4M (~ = c = G = 1):
λc ≪ 2rh, =⇒ µM ≫ 1. (1)
When µM ≪ 1 corrections due to essentially quantum
nature of the field’s propagation in the vicinity of the
black hole must be taken into consideration [1]. Let us
estimate physically relevant range of parameters, taking
into account validity of the semiclassical approximation
and realistic values of the black hole parameters.
The ration of the electron charge to its mass e/µ ∼
1021, while the the ratio of the black hole charge to its
mass Q/M must be tiny: a black hole cannot hold a
large electric charge and once eQ > µM no further freely
falling charge can accrete onto the black hole. At the
same time, Hawking radiation of solar mass black holes
is negligible, while hypothetic mini-black holes owing to
possible extra dimensions must have such a small mass
M , that no Standard Model particles can be described
within Mµ≫ 1 regime. Thus, only for primordial black
holes is the Hawking radiation both significant and can
be described within the semiclassical approximation. In
the SI units µM = µMBHG/c~ = µMBH/m
2
P (mP ≈ 2 ·
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10−8kg), so that for an electron (µ ∼ 10−30kg), µM ∼ 1
corresponds to MBH ∼ 1015 kg, which is the regime of
primordial black holes, including the black holes which
could be candidates for the dark matter MBH > 10
14kg.
[3].
As the Planck charge is about 11 times greater than the
electron charge, even for the weakly charged black hole,
the coupling of charges eQ does not need to be small,
and eQ ∼ 1 corresponds to an electron in the vicinity of
a black hole charged with ∼ 102 electrons. Once the elec-
tric field on the black hole surface is sufficiently strong,
an addition channel of radiation opens. If the work made
by the electric field is larger than the energy necessary to
transform a virtual pair of oppositely charged particles
into the real one,
λceE ≥ 2µ, E ∼ Q/(2M)2, λc = 2π/µ, (2)
or, simpler, if
eQ & (µM)2, (3)
then the Schwinger process of particle creation begins in
the vicinity of a black hole. Therefore, we shall consider
the following range of parameters:
1. µM > 1: semiclassical regime near its margin,
which also includes primordial black holes for the
Standard Model particles.
2. Q/M is very small, which means that, practically,
one can take Q = 0 everywhere in the wave equa-
tion, except for the coupling eQ.
3. As e/µ ∼ 1021 for an electron, this means that eQ
can range from ∼ 10−2 (one electron on the black
hole surface) up to (µM).
2Later we shall show that at the above range of parame-
ters, the black hole should discharge from a given state
eQ > µM in a “fragmentary” way, so that a large period
of time elapses between emitting of two consequent elec-
trons making the state with eQ > (µM)2 to be unlikely.
Thus, we can write down the physically relevant range of
parameters as
10−2 < eQ < (µM)2 & 1, Q/M → 0. (4)
Although the effect of the black hole’s discharge owing
to the Hawking radiation of charged particles was con-
sidered a long time ago [1, 2], estimations of the emission
rates were limited by the nonrotating case and either by
µM ≪ 1 or µM ≫ 1 regimes [1, 4]. The intensity of
the Hawking radiation for a massive charged scalar field
in the background of the Kerr-Newman black hole (im-
mersed in a magnetic field) was considered in a recent pa-
per by K. Kokkotas and us [5]. There it was shown that
the Zeeman shift of the particle energy in the magnetic
field and the Faraday induction influence the intensity of
emitting of charged particles. Nevertheless, the analysis
in [5] was done also for small µM and with a number of
approximations due to the inseparability of variables in
the whole space at a nonzero magnetic field. The emis-
sion of charged fields from higher-dimensional fields were
considered also in [6].
In the present work, we shall complement the exist-
ing estimates of the intensity of Hawking radiation of
massive charged fields and perform accurate calculations
of energy-, momentum-, and charge-emission rates for a
massive charged scalar field in the vicinity of a Kerr-
Newman black hole. We shall show that for black holes
with a charge below or not much higher than the charge
accretion limit Q ∼ µM/e, the time between consequent
emitting of two charged particles is very large. The
regime Mµ ∼ eQ is important for primordial black holes
with a mass of about 1015kg, because the transition be-
tween the increasing and decreasing of the Q/M ratio
occurs in this regime. We shall show that the rotation
increases the intensities of Hawking radiation up to three
orders, while the effect of the field’s mass strongly sup-
presses it.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II gives the
basic formulas for the Kerr-Newman metric and a mas-
sive charged scalar field equation in its background. In
Sec. III we briefly relate the numerical method for the
finding of the grey-body factors. Sec. IV is devoted to an
analysis of numerical data for the grey-body factors and
various emission rates. Sec. V discusses the evolution of
the black hole discharge owing to the Hawking radiation
of charged particles. In the Conclusions we summarize
the obtained results and mention some open questions.
II. KERR-NEWMAN BACKGROUND
In the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates the Kerr-Newman
metric has the form
ds2 =
∆r
ρ2
(dt− a sin2 θdϕ)2 − ρ2
(
dr2
∆r
+
dθ2
∆θ
)
(5)
−∆θ sin
2 θ
ρ2
[adt− (r2 + a2)dϕ]2,
where
∆r = (r
2 + a2)− 2Mr +Q2,
ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, (6)
and Q is the black hole charge; M is its mass. The elec-
tromagnetic background of the black hole is given by the
four-vector potential
Aµdx
µ = −Qr
ρ2
(dt− a sin2 θdϕ). (7)
We shall parameterize the metric by the following three
parameters: the event horizon r+, the inner horizon r−,
and the rotation parameter a,
0 ≤ a2/r+ ≤ r− ≤ r+.
The black hole’s mass and charge are then
2M = r+ + r−, Q
2 = r+r− − a2.
A massive charged scalar field obeys the equation
1√−g
∂
∂xα
(
gαβ
√−g ∂ψ
∂xβ
)
+ 2iqAαg
αβ ∂ψ
∂xβ
(8)
+(µ2 − q2gαβAαAβ)ψ = 0,
where q and µ are the field’s charge and mass, respec-
tively.
One separates variables by the following ansatz:
ψ = e−iωt+imφS(θ)R(r)/
√
r2 + a2, (9)
where S(θ) satisfies the following equation:
(
∂2
∂θ2
+ cot θ
∂
∂θ
− m
2
sin2 θ
− a2ω2 sin2 θ (10)
+2maω + λ− µ2a2 cos2 θ)S(θ) = 0,
and λ is the separation constant. The classical stability
of a massive charged scalar field in the Kerr-Newman
black hole and its characteristic quasinormal spectrum
has been recently analyzed in [7].
This equation can be solved numerically for any fixed
value of ω in the same way as the equation for a massive
scalar field in the Kerr black hole background [8]. When
µ = 0, Eq. (10) can be reduced to the standard equation
3for the spheroidal functions, and for any fixed value of
ω the separation constant λ can be found numerically,
using the continued fraction method [9]. When the effec-
tive mass is not zero, the separation constant λ(ω, µ) can
be expressed, in terms of the eigenvalue for spheroidal
functions λ(ω) [5], as
λ(ω, µ) = λ(
√
ω2 − µ2, 0)+ 2ma(
√
ω2 − µ2 − ω) + µ2a2.
When a = 0, one has λ = ℓ(ℓ + 1), ℓ = 0, 1, 2 . . .. For
nonzero values of a, the separation constant can be enu-
merated by the integer multipole number ℓ ≥ |m|.
The radial function satisfies a Schro¨dinger-like equa-
tion,
(
d2
dx2
− V (x)
)
R(x) = 0, (11)
where x is the tortoise coordinate,
dx =
(r2 + a2)
∆r
dr.
The effective potential has the form:
V =
∆r
(r2 + a2)2
(
λ+ µ2r2 +
(r∆r)
′
r2 + a2
− 3∆rr
2
(r2 + a2)2
)
−
(
ω − ma+ eQr
r2 + a2
)2
. (12)
The asymptotics of the effective potential near the
event horizon and at spatial infinity are
V → −Ω2, r →∞ (x→∞), Ω =
√
ω2 − µ2 > 0,
V → −ω˜2, r → r+ (x→ −∞), ω˜ = ω − ma+ eQr+
a2 + r2+
.
(13)
A. Reflection coefficients
In order to calculate the emission rates of particles
owing to Hawking radiation, one has first to solve the
problem of classical scattering and obtain the gray-body
factors. This implies the posing of classical scattering
boundary conditions, that is, requiring of a purely ingo-
ing wave at the event horizon (x→ −∞),
R ∝ exp(−iω˜x) ∝ (r − r+)−iω˜/4πTH , (14)
where TH is the Hawking temperature
TH =
∆′(r+)
4π(r2+ + a
2)
, (15)
and a linear combination of the ingoing and outgoing
waves at spatial infinity (r →∞),
R ≃ Zin exp(−iΩx) + Zout exp(iΩx), (16)
where Zin and Zout are integration constants.
Note, that ω˜ can be negative. This corresponds to the
superradiant regime [10] in which
0 < ω <
ma+ eQr+
a2 + r2+
. (17)
Let us introduce the new function, which is regular at
the event horizon,
P (r) = R(r)
(
r − r+
r − r−
)iω˜/4πTH
. (18)
Then, choosing the integration constant as P (r+) = 1, we
expand Eq. (11) near the event horizon and find P ′(r+),
which completely fixes the initial conditions for the nu-
merical integration. Then, we integrate Eq. (11) numer-
ically from the event horizon r+ to some distant point
rf ≫ r+ and find a fit for the numerical solution far
from the black hole in the following form:
P (r) = ZinPin(r) + ZoutPout(r), (19)
where the asymptotic expansions for the corresponding
functions are found by expanding (11) at large r as
Pin(r) = e
−iΩrr−iσ
(
1 + P
(1)
in r
−1 + P
(2)
in r
−2 + . . .
)
,
Pout(r) = e
iΩrriσ
(
1 + P
(1)
outr
−1 + P
(2)
outr
−2 + . . .
)
.
The fitting procedure allows us to find the coefficients Zin
and Zout. In order to check the accuracy of the found co-
efficients, one should increase the internal precision of the
integration procedure, the value of rf , and the number of
terms in the series expansion for Pin(r) and Pout(r), mak-
ing sure that the values of Zin and Zout do not change
within desired precision.
If the coefficients Zin and Zout are calculated, one can
find the absorbtion probability
|Aℓ,m|2 = 1− |Zout/Zin|2. (20)
The above expressions will be used here for calculations
of the energy-, momentum-, and charge-emission rates.
This approach was used for calculations of intensities of
Hawking radiation for higher-dimensional simply rotat-
ing black holes [11] and Gauss-Bonnet black holes [12],
showing an excellent agreement with the semianalytical
approach [13] in the range of its validity.
III. SCATTERING AND HAWKING
RADIATION
Here we suppose that a black hole evaporates adiabat-
ically, so that the black hole can still be described by
a stationary solution. We shall assume that the black
hole is in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings in
4TABLE I: Energy-emission and charge-emission rates for the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole (r− ≈ 0) of charged scalar par-
ticles and antiparticles. For the comparison, energy-emission
rate due to a massless uncharged scalar field is M2 dM
dt
=
1.4859 × 10−4.
Mµ = 1 Mµ = 5
|eQ| M2 dM
dt
M
e
dQ
dt
M2 dM
dt
M
e
dQ
dt
0 2.910 × 10−12 0 6.951 × 10−54 0
1 8.937 × 10−8 8.433 × 10−8 8.078 × 10−49 1.602 × 10−49
5 7.205 × 10−3 2.768 × 10−3 8.519 × 10−28 1.687 × 10−28
10 0.0689 0.0136 8.830 × 10−15 1.405 × 10−15
TABLE II: Energy-, momentum-, and charge-emission rates
for the Kerr-Newman black hole (r−/r+ ≈ a
2/r2+ = 0.49,
J/M2 = a/M ≈ 0.94) of the scalar particles and antiparticles
(µM = 1).
|eQ| M2 dM
dt
M dJ
dt
M
e
dQ
dt
0 2.038 × 10−6 6.574 × 10−6 0
1 3.106 × 10−5 7.221 × 10−5 2.358 × 10−5
the sense of the canonical ensemble: the black hole tem-
perature does not change between the emission of two
consequent particles.
The energy-, angular momentum-, and charge-emission
rates have the well-known form [14]
− dM
dt
=
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
∫
|Aℓ,m|2 ω
exp(ω˜/TH)− 1
dω
2π
, (21)
− dQ
dt
=
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
∫
|Aℓ,m|2 e
exp(ω˜/TH)− 1
dω
2π
, (22)
− dJ
dt
=
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
∫
|Aℓ,m|2 m
exp(ω˜/TH)− 1
dω
2π
. (23)
Not all positive energy particles can escape the black
hole, as part of them is reflected from the potential bar-
rier back to the black hole. Consequently, the emission
rates, given by the formulas above, depend on the grey-
body factors |Aℓ,m|2 which give the fraction of particles
penetrating the barrier.
Massive fields have two extra features: modes with
ω < µ naturally do not contribute into the radiation
process. Within the existing semiclassical approach one
cannot trust the results in the regime µM ≪ 1, as the
backreaction of the quantum fields may be not small.
In order to distinguish the effect of the charge itself,
first, we shall consider charged nonrotating (Reissner-
Nordstro¨m) black holes. Computations of the energy-
and charge-emission rates are shown on Figs. 1 and 2.
There one can see that the “mass term” µM strongly
suppresses the radiation of energy and charge. Once we
assume that the initial black hole charge cannot normally
be much larger then the accreting limit µM/e, the dis-
charge occurs slowly, as can be noticed from small emis-
sion rates on Fig. 2 and Table I. The latter statement
is not in any kind of contradiction with the classical pa-
pers [1, 2, 4], claiming that the black hole discharges
quickly, because an initial black hole charge considered
there was supposed to be much larger then its accret-
ing limit Q ≫ µM/e. Here we do not suppose an in-
tense external “stuffing” of an electric charge into the
black hole. Alternatively, if someone, anyway, implies a
large initial charge Q, our results here simply refer to
later stages of evaporation, when the initial intense dis-
charge has damped. Despite relatively small values of
the black hole charge, this later stage of the discharge
is not insignificant for electromagnetic processes in the
black hole’s vicinity, as the coupling eQ does not need to
be not small.
From Fig. 3 and Table II, one can see that high rota-
tion can enhance the emission of mass, angular momen-
tum, and charge up to a few orders. Therefore, the four-
dimensional black hole should first lose the most part of
its angular momentum, and then, discharge.
IV. Q/M EVOLUTION DUE TO EVAPORATION
Even though we are using here a quasistationary model
of the black hole evaporation, let us try to speculate on
what may happen with the ratio Q/M during this rela-
tively early period of Hawking radiation, that is, when
the semiclassical regime is still valid.
M
d
dt
Q
M
=
dQ
dt
− Q
M
dM
dt
=
=
1
MQ
(
eQ
M
e
dQ
dt
− Q
2
M2
M2
dM
dt
)
, (24)
where dQ
dt
and dM
dt
are negative due to the Hawking radi-
ation.
If Q/M is large enough the second term in (24) is
dominant, and the absolute value of Q/M increases due
to the radiation. Below some value of Q/M the first
term is dominant and Q/M decreases until the black
hole discharges. However, as discussed in the introduc-
tion, we consider values of Q/M ∼ µ/e ∼ 10−21. In this
regime, from the table I we deduce that the behaviour is
more complicated: the second term appears to be dom-
inant for eQ = 1 and µM = 5 because M2 dM
dt
∼ 10−3
due to all the Standard Model particles radiation, and
M
e
dQ
dt
∼ 10−49 which is less than the factor Q2
M2
∼ 10−42.
In practice this means that the probability to lose even
one electron (positron) for such a black hole is negligi-
ble. As Q remains constant and M decreases due to the
Hawking radiation the absolute value of Q/M increases.
However for µM = 1 we observe that the first term in
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FIG. 1: Energy-emission rate for the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole (r− ≈ 0) of charged scalar particles and antiparticles for
Mµ = 1 eQ = ±1(left panel) and Mµ = 5 eQ = ±10 (right panel).
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FIG. 2: Charge-emission rate for the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole (r− ≈ 0) of charged scalar particles and antiparticles for
Mµ = 1 eQ = ±1(left panel) and Mµ = 5 eQ = ±10 (right panel).
(24) is again dominant and the black hole discharges.
Therefore, we conclude that the primordial black hole can
possess small charges (of order of tenths of the elementary
charge e) until eQ < µM (see the charge-emission rate
for eQ ≥ µM in table I). After the black hole mass M
becomes smaller than eQ/µ, charged particles are more
probable to be emitted until the charge-to-mass ratio be-
comes again smaller and of order Q/M . 10−21.
Since µM ≥ 1, the “excess” of charge Q > µM/e
is likely to be radiated away sooner than the ration
Q/M will reach the threshold of the Schwinger effect
eQ ∼ (µM)2. Thus, the Schwinger effect should not be
significant while the system is within the semiclassical
regime.
Let us estimate a characteristic time ∆t elapsed be-
tween two consequent emissions of charged particles.
Suppose that at some moment an electron (positron) was
emitted by a black hole with an initial charge Q0 = Ne,
N ∼ 102 ≫ 1, then the black hole charge decreased by e,
i.e., Q1 = (N − 1)e and the second term became domi-
nant. In order to “restore” the ratio between eQ and µM
(as shown above), the black hole must be evaporating for
some time (without emitting any charge) until its mass
M0 falls down to M1 =
N−1
N
M0, due to the radiation of
all the particles. Since N ≫ 1, Q1/Q0 ≈ 1 and, once the
mass M1 is reached, the probability of the next charged
particle’s emission should be approximately the same as
before the emission of the first charged particle.
Because of all the fields’ radiation, the black hole mass
changes as
1− M
3
M30
=
t
τ
,
where τ is the characteristic lifetime of the black hole.
For M = M1 we obtain
∆t = τ
(
1− M
3
1
M30
)
= τ
(
1− (N − 1)
3
N3
)
≈ 3τ
N
.
If we take, say, 1010 years, as a typical lifetime estima-
tion for primordial black holes [4], even for the “high” ini-
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FIG. 3: Energy-, momentum-, and charge-emission rates for the Kerr-Newman black hole (r−/r+ = a
2/r2+ = 0.49, J/M
2 =
a/M ≈ 0.94) of the scalar particles and antiparticles (µM = 1): eQ = 1 (red, upper) and e = 0 (blue, lower).
tial chargeQ ∼ 102e the emission of electron (positron) is
a very rare phenomenon, which will occur approximately
in 108 years. Thus, a primordial black hole of mass
M ∼ 1015 − 1014kg. has a quasiconstant electric charge
during a very long period, while its mass is intensively
evaporating. This “fragmentary” picture of discharging
is certainly valid only within semiclassical regime and
should be corrected at the latest stage of evaporation.
Moreover, once we are concerned about these particular,
“fragmentary” events of the charge’s emission, a rigorous
quantum filed theory (allowing one to compute “proba-
bilities of particular events” rather than “average prob-
abilities”) in the black hole background should come in
place of the conventual semiclassical treatment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have filled the existing gap in un-
derstanding the process of the discharge of the Kerr-
Newman black hole owing to the Hawking radiation of
charged particles. Unlike previous calculations of the in-
tensity of Hawking radiation, which were made either for
µM ≪ 1 (when one cannot trust to semiclassical approx-
imation) or for µM ≫ 1 (when the evaporation of mas-
sive fields is greatly suppressed), we analyzed the case
µM & 1. We have shown that in this regime, the dis-
charge of a black hole occurs in a kind of “fragmentary”
way with a very large interval between two consequent
emissions of charged particles. Rotation greatly enhances
the emissions rates.
An accurate and full, semiclassical picture of the Kerr-
Newman black hole evaporation can be obtained after a
similar analysis of the Hawking evaporation of charged
fermions [15], which is the subject of our future research.
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